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Responsibility

Aggressive pond management using
monitoring systems

1 June 2000
By Randy Lovell

Automated monitoring systems o�er better control of the
culture environment

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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Life on the farm has gotten a little easier lately, thanks to monitoring systems built speci�cally for
ponds. Systems equipped with dissolved oxygen (DO), temperature, and aerator amp-draw sensors now
provide reliable pondside automation to �sh and shrimp growers. Readings can be observed at the
pondside, at a remote computer screen, or even on a handheld device carried in a vehicle. Aerators are
automatically turned on/off and alarms or pagers signal problems to personnel.

“It’s allowed me to sleep with a lot more con�dence,” says Mississippi cat�sh grower Chip Otts.

Double duty
In fact, Mr. Otts has plenty to occupy his full-time attention. As the sales manager of the local tractor
dealership, his time is valuable. Splitting duties between tractor sales and his cat�sh production ponds,
Mr. Otts must have assistance that is reliable. With a pond monitoring system at each of his �ve ponds,
he is able to program the DO at which aerators are turned on, and can review the readings on his
rounds, in the truck, or in the comfort of his home. With a computer stationed in his bedroom, he is able
to review the present status, as well as the past trends of dissolved oxygen and temperature.

And by turning the aerator control over to his system, electricity use and diesel tractor run time have
dropped signi�cantly. Before the automated system, his aerators were controlled by timers, which
turned them on/off regardless of the need. After switching to automation, the electrical aerators have
run at least three hours less each night, while tractor- driven aeration has been nearly eliminated. “And it
has allowed me to manage my ponds more aggressively, in terms of stocking and feeding,” says Mr.
Otts.

(http://www.choicegroup.in/canning)

Running lean
In the hands of Charlie Ellis, a cat�sh �ngerling producer, the pond monitoring system has greatly
reduced his need for extra labor. In fact, with fourteen ponds and only one assistant, Mr. Ellis is able to
keep his team lean and his costs down. By turning on aeration at precise DO setpoints, water quality is
more predictable and emergencies are limited. The only surprise came when Ellis reviewed the change
in his aeration costs over a three-year period. The dramatic story is shown in Table 1, re�ecting the
combined bene�t of automating the aerators, and the subsequent reduction in emergencies that called
for tractor-based aeration. It shows monthly expenditures for electricity and fuel for the last four years,
with the adoption of the automated system midway through the timeline.

Mr. Ellis points out that, like many farms, nightshift personnel will often run aerators regardless of the
immediate need, just to avoid potential problems. This “play it safe” approach is admirable when
considering the value of inventory in a pond, but it can lead to overly expensive utility bills. After seeing

Mississippi (USA) grower Chip Otts uses automated monitoring to
remotely and effectively – manage his �ve cat�sh ponds.
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how reliable his automated system turned out to be, Ellis was able to eliminate the extra summer/night
labor that would normally monitor DO manually with a portable meter. The cost savings are paying for
the system and then some.

Bloom management and aerator maintenance
In addition to the immediate cost savings, continuous pond monitoring allows growers to control other
variables with more precision. For a �ngerling or shrimp operation, the status of the bloom is very
important. Armed with continuous data for oxygen and temperatures, pond managers can better control
the timing of fertilization and zooplankton cycles with stocking and feeding practices.

Algal blooms are often observed for color and turbidity. While this is valuable information to the
experienced grower, it can now be supplemented with DO and temperature trends over the past few
hours, days, or weeks. Growers �nd they are able to anticipate impending blooms that might otherwise
crash or turnover, by watching the daily peaks in DO levels.
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Measures like aggressive aeration, water exchange, or chemical control can be used in a proactive
mode, rather than in response to a crisis. In situ turbidity and pH/CO2 sensors with self-cleaning
capability are also available, providing the grower with a more complete picture of pond water quality.
And with amp-draw sensors installed on the aerators, growers are able to anticipate maintenance
required on �oats, motors, gearboxes, or bearings, further eliminating surprises.

Pushing production limits
In concert with pondside observations, growers using automated pond monitoring systems have better
control of the pond culture environment. And with that control comes the con�dence to push production
to new limits. Precise control of aeration and oxygen levels allow the aggressive manager to provide the
right degree of push to his production while controlling risk and costs.

“We believe that the time is very close when growers will not be able to remain competitive without one
of these systems,” says Chip Otts, referring to the southeastern U.S. cat�sh industry. With well over 700
ponds in the U.S. being monitored this way, the systems have proven themselves worthy.

(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the June 2000 print edition of the Global
Aquaculture Advocate.)
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